
Toaster
Any toaster can toast, but this 
digital model features an internal 
smart chip control with nine 
settings, and a “lift and look” 
feature that lets you check 
and adjust toast mid-cycle in 
20-second increments. It even 
has a sensor to toast bagels more 
on the sliced side.

Breville≈ SmartToaster  
2-Slice Toaster

Blender
Powerful, precision vortex blending with 
sharp Sabatier stainless-steel blades 
brings restaurant quality to the home 
kitchen. The 60-oz. diamond-shaped 
carafe for quick, efficient blending and 
Intelli-Speed electronic sensor motor 
whip up shakes, smoothies, margaritas, 
salsa…and a special ice feature can crush 
a  pitcher of ice in seconds. Neat feature: 
integrated ingredient cup in lid allows you 
to easily measure and add ingredients.

KitchenAid≈  5-Speed Contour  
Silver Diamond Vortex Blender

Food Processor
Cuisinart’s tradition of innovation 
and peak performance informs the 
next generation of food processors, 
elevating this 12-cup workhorse 
to Elite status. A 4-cup work bowl 
nests inside the large 12-cup bowl, 
each with calibrated measurements 
and pouring spouts.

Cuisinart≈ 12-Cup Elite  
Food Processor

Slow Cooker
Fully-programmable 4-qt. multicooker allows you to sear, brown, sauté or 
steam in tandem with slow-cooking. Cook on high (up to 400 degrees), 
low, simmer or warm (up to 24 hours), or steam foods up to 90 minutes. 
Just pop in the recipe, set the touchpad control with blue backlit LCD 
display to the desired time and temp, go to work, and return to a hot one-
pot meal thanks to the automatic keep-warm setting. Removable nonstick 
aluminum pot with cool-touch handles has a glass lid for a clear view.

Cuisinart≈  4-qt. 3-in-1 Multicooker 

Countertop Oven
Just like the bigger version by Breville,® this space-saving, high-
powered oven “thinks” with a unique Element IQ feature that delivers 
the right power at the right time, adjustable to your preferences. Eight 
pre-set programs include toast, bagels, bake, roast, broil, pizza, cookies 
and reheat. Great for warming entrées and quick mid-week meals or as 
that second oven you need for entertaining and holidays. P.S. You’ll love 
the nonstick interior.

Breville≈ Compact Smart Oven≈

Hand Mixer
From the stand mixer mavens at KitchenAid,® 
this heavy-duty nine-speed hand mixer does 
it all—whipping cream, beating egg whites, 
mixing brownies and cookies, and kneading 
bread dough. Integrated sensor adjusts to the 
resistance of your mix for smooth, consistent 
results. In addition to two stainless steel  
beaters, it comes with a pro whisk, two  
dough hooks, a blending rod that turns  
the mixer into a hand blender and a  
cloth storage bag.

KitchenAid≈  Silver 9-Speed  
Contour Hand Mixer

Ten times faster than other juicing systems, this compact 
700-watt machine has a 14,000 RPM cyclonic system 
and a patented 3√ feed tube to take on whole fruits and 
veggies. Micro-mesh filter extracts up to 30% more juice 
than traditional juicers, and a froth filter in the pitcher 
ensures you get just the juice. 
Breville≈ Compact Juice Extractor

Juicer

Free  
Shipping

Now guests can ship  
select online gift  

purchases for free.
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